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ABSTRACT 

 

Caustics is a fundamental property of realism in computer graphics. One of the greatest challenges to render this 
phenomenon at interactable framerates. This paper presents a real-time rendered technique with direct lighting 
by using a DirectX Ray tracing framework with some limitations.  The main challenge faced by many researchers is 
the computation power that it needs to render it accurately and at the same time at interactable framerates. This 
technique is inspired by other real-time caustics paper out there and provides a similar method with different 
approaches. First, some details are given about Raytracing in DirectX and how the eye and light react to certain 
materials, then by introducing the rendering technique that is used and with spectral dispersion, and finally some 
performance tested on different graphics cards. This study provides new insights into caustics at interactable 
frame rates with comprehensive explanations. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This study investigates how to make use of Falcor DirectX real-time Raytracing API (Application Programmable 
Interface), how the eye and light reacts with different materials such as transparent glass-like, full-reflective and 
absorption. More in depth explaining about light projecting onto a diffuse surface with direct lighting setup that 
creates concentration of light (caustics). The purpose for this research is to explore various existing techniques that 
will be briefly discussed in the next section and get to stimulate this case study.  

DirectX Raytracing API is quite recent and has some great documentation on the internet, but still rarely present. 
This paper will give a small introduction and what the background of DXR is responsible. As the duration of this 
research is limited to a few weeks, in order to focus on the actual topic and to skip some back-end programming in 
DirectX 12, NVIDIA’s Falcor prototyping framework will be used to save some time. Nevertheless, there is still a lot 
of software raytracing frameworks that is very common on the internet with great documentation such in 
Raytracing in one weekend (Shirley, 2018) that can be used for this research. The only disadvantage on software 
ray tracers is that it runs on the CPU and does not perform as fast and as the GPU. 

Dielectric materials are the key to generate caustics, before diving into caustics it is important to know the indirect 
source of caustics. These materials are reflective, refractive that changes the photon’s propagation. The case study 

   

Figure 1. Cardioid caustics on reflective material, Absorptive caustics/material and chromatic caustics/material 
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also explains how the material is created in computer graphics. The materials shown in Figure 1 will be carefully 
explained in the implementation section these includes reflective, refractive, absorbance and dispersive materials. 

Caustics has a major influence on performance, it is almost certain that rendering this at interactable framerates 
and accurately somewhat impossible. Thus, using the latest technology such as DirectX Raytracing API is crucial to 
minimize the challenge. 

Caustics in computer graphics is not new and exist a long time ago. Some modern rendering programs provides 
accurate results such as Blender, Autodesk 3ds Max et cetera, as a static image. Although they are very accurate 
and can take some time to render the image depending on the settings. The technique will be explained in the 
following sections in depth. The technique consists with 3 render passes: a light view plane where it shoots 
photons from and project it into a caustic map, gather the neighbor’s photons by taking their average and finally 
displaying it to the viewport.  

 

RESEARCH 

 

This topic of Caustic Mapping: Image-Space technique for real-time caustics by 
(Shah et al., 2007) presents a simple and practice solution for real-time rendering 
of caustics. The rendering shown in Figure 2 gives an example of the final image. 
Their algorithm is similar to shadow mapping, with two main render passes: 
generating the caustics map and utilization of the map to render onto diffuse 
texture. This technique is used in the rasterizing rendering. It renders quite 
convincible caustics. They used an intersection estimation technique called 
Newton-Raphson’s root finding method that has faster convergence than the 
other method explained in that paper. This method allows the splatting of caustic 
points easier to compute. 

Screen-Space Photon mapping technique by (Kim, n.d.) illustrates another great 
solution rendering caustics in real-time. The final render result is shown in Figure 
3. Where this technique starts with constructing a photon map, that some 
photons will be emitted from a light source. The main trouble that it needs to be 
denoised because of the unevenly photons that is shot, to tackle that issue they 
denoise the photon map and project the photons on screen-space. Their 
technique has some limitation because the purpose is purely made for caustics. 
The approach is performed in three stages: photon map generation or photon 
tracing, photon gathering (denoising) and finally lighting with the photon map. It 
does have some similarity with the technique that was previously discussed, it 
launches photons only where a defined projection volume is present. Because 
they use some similar technique to shoot the photons from their light source it also creates these noisy images, 
which they denoise the screen-space image afterwards (photon gathering). What could be inspired by this 
technique is namely the emission of photons and the denoising render pass. 

While photon mapping seems to be a go to approach for our research. There is some difficulty in executing photon 
mapping in a short time period for this research and with no knowledge on DirectX Raytracing API. Photon 

 

Figure 2. Image-Space technique 
by Shah et al. 

 

Figure 3. Screen-Space technique 
by Kim et al. 
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mapping is a global illumination technique for rendering indirect lighting and transportation of photons emitted 
from the light and is widely used for generating caustics, example like Global Illumination using Photon Maps 
paper by Henrik (Jensen, 1996). It presents a two-pass global illumination method based on the concept of photon 
maps. It has a good speed, accuracy and versatility. 

As photon mapping would be a slightly too big of scope, there is some simple 
papers about caustics that are easier to implement, one of the papers is about 
Interactively rendering Dynamic Caustics on the GPU by (Liu et al., 2006) shown in 
Figure 4. It also presents a technique that is processed on the GPU without any pre-
computation required unlike the photon mapping techniques that are previously 
discussed. It is similar to the research paper about image-space technique by (Kim, 
n.d.) but instead of rendering passes with positions and estimating the refraction , it 
uses a depth buffer. This final image is not as convincible of any other papers that 
was discussed before. 

To have a good start, the start framework choice is rather a tricky one, as there is 
various to choose from. Unreal Engine supports Ray tracing, but it did not work out on the fallback ray tracing 
cards (Pascal chipsets), Unity 3D High Definition Render Pipeline (HDRP) also includes ray tracing support but did 
not work for the fallback cards as well. However, NVIDIA’s Falcor 4.2 Research Prototype framework supports the 
fallback layer (not in the future versions anymore), this allows the research to have DXR capability. Even so, CUDA 
Lighthouse path tracing framework supports the fallback layer but does not provide clear documentation about its 
framework in comparison to NVIDIA’s Falcor framework. 
 
Falcor 4.2 provides an fast solution to implement our research without a lot of background setups, as it is not one 
of the main stream engine or frameworks it still has more bugs than the other ones discussed before.  

 

CASE STUDY 

1.  DIRECTX 12 RAYTRACING 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The conventional 3D rendering has used process called rasterization since 
1990’s, as an example of the technique shown in Figure 5. Ray tracing is not 
new but can provides realistic lighting by simulating the physical behavior 
of light. This technique can generate image by tracing the path as pixels 
shown in Figure 6, which can produce a high degree of visual realism but at 
greater computational cost. It represents well like the real word situation 
which the ray travel from the eye of the viewer through the virtual 3D 
scene. 

Raytracing can simulate a variety of optical effects, such as reflection and 
refraction, scattering and dispersion phenomena. Any physical wave or 
particle phenomenon with approximately linear motion can be simulated 
with this technique. 

 

Figure 5. Projecting a triangle to screen 
space 

Original source: Scratchapixel 

 

Figure 4. Interactively 
Rendering Dynamic Caustics 

on GPU by Liu et al. 
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Up until this time, DirectX Raytracing feature has been introduced back in 
October 10th, 2018. Information around the internet is rarely present about 
DXR. There is some introduction paper like the one of Chris Wyman and Adam 
Marrs introducing DXR (Wyman, n.d.) There are a lot of available framework 
samples that NVIDIA have publicized, such as the DirectX Graphics Samples, 
Falcor research framework, CUDA Lighthouse 2.0. Which gives an example how 
things are fit together in DirectX 12. As Falcor 4.2 provides the fallback layer 
support, it will be a good framework and has a great documentation to start 
with as time is limited.  

1.2 GETTING STARTED 

Before getting started with DXR (DirectX Raytracing), it only runs on Windows 10 RS5 (or later) and to install an 
updated version of the Windows SDK including headers and libraries with DXR functionality. 

1.3 OVERVIEW OF MODERN GRAPHICS APIS 

To have great performance, it is required to run this on the GPU, it is some kind different that the software (CPU) 
ray tracers out there. What is shown in Figure 7, explains the communication 
between CPU and GPU, where the GPU mostly do all the calculation for us 
and this happens in separate device code called shaders. 

There are three main parts shown in Figure 7: 

 - GPU device code (shaders) 
 - CPU host code (DirectX API) 
 - Disk resources 

The GPU device code includes parallel rendering and other parallel tasks. 

The CPU Host code manages memory resources (Disk → CPU ↔ GPU), that 
manages/controls/spawns GPU tasks. 

The Disk resources are game data such as textures, models, scenes…  

1.4 DIRECTX RAYTRACING PIPELINE 

It is also important to know some basics of the pipeline before jumping right into the actual implementation. The 
DXR pipeline includes five shader stages (darkest Teal color) as shown in Figure 8. 

1. Ray Generation Shader: Is the start of the pipeline where to launch rays using the built in shader function 
TraceRay(). 

2. Intersection Shader:  Define the computation for ray intersection with arbitrary primitives such as a 
triangle. 

3. Any-Hit Shader: It allows the user to discard intersections, for example ignoring alpha-masked geometry. 
4. Miss Shader: Executes whenever a ray misses a hit. 

 

Figure 6. Shoot rays through pixels 
Original source: Scratchapixel 

 

Figure 7. Modern graphics APIs 
Original source: Siggraph Introduction to DXR 
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5. Closest-Hit Shader: Executes whenever there is a closest hit of any geometry in the scene, this can be used 
to calculate the color at the intersection point. 

The shader stages represent an entry point where execution starts in a shader file (also called HLSL attribute), 
these can be simply implemented as the example bellow: 

1.5 CONNECTING A SHADER FILE 

A shader file is where the GPU processes the code that is programmed by the user, it is in HLSL (High Level Shader 
Language) or there is other languages that extends from HLSL such as SLANG (Shader Language) where it 
introduces more capabilities. For this research, HLSL will be used as it is the original shader language of DirectX. 

First, create a new Project in Falcor and simply load in a scene at choice. Our overwritten virtual function OnLoad() 
will be called at the start of our program. The Render Target Program description let us connect between the CPU 
and GPU code. 

     

 

Figure 8. Traverse lop of DirectX Raytracing Pipeline 
Original source: Siggraph Introduction to DXR 

 

RtProgram::Desc rtProgDesc; 
//Set shader file name and the start function point “RayGen()” 
rtProgDesc.addShaderLibrary("Example.hlsl").setRayGen("RayGen"); 
//Set hit groups functions in the HLSL file + adding the miss shader 
rtProgDesc.addHitGroup(0, "PrimaryClosestHit", "PrimaryAnyHit").addMiss(0, "PrimaryMiss"); 
//Using the scene defines previously loaded 
rtProgDesc.addDefines(mpScene->getSceneDefines()); 
//Max recursion depth, how many times TraceRay() can be called 
rtProgDesc.setMaxTraceRecursionDepth(1);  
 
RtProgram::create(rtProgDesc); 
 C++ 

[shader("raygeneration")] // one of the shader stages (the 1st stage) 
void RayGenenrationFunction(…) {…} 
 
[shader("closesthit")] // one of the shader stages (the 5th stage) 
void ClosesthitFunction(…) {…} 
 
// . . . 

HLSL  
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Then, create the Render Target Variables (RTV) with the Render Target Program that is made previously. 

The RTV will communicate variables from to CPU to the GPU, this can be global variables, constant buffers et 
cetera. 

1.6 LAUNCHING RAYS 

In the HLSL file, input our shader stage attribute above the function name that is previously defined with the 
Render Target Program. Where the texture output (gOutput in this case) will be used to render the final image on 
our screen and will be explained later on. There are a lot of pre-defined functions that HLSL provide that can be 
consulted from the Microsoft documentations: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/windows/win32/direct3d12/directx-12-programming-guide. 

 

After the ray generation shader, in the C++ file its mandatory to call ray trace function from our scene, before 
calling that function, The Unordered Access View (UAV) resources has to be cleared that was outputted previously 
from the HLSL file. Calling the blit() function means that the output texture will be transferred to the render target 
view (RTV). 

 

RtProgramVars::create(rtProgDesc, mpScene); 

C++ 

[shader("raygeneration")] // one of the shader stages (the 1st stage) 
void RayGen(uniform RWTexture2D<float4> gOutput) 
{ 

 uint3 launchIndex = DispatchRaysIndex(); // The current x and y location within the width and 
                                                height made through the D3D12_DISPATCH_RAYS_DESC 
 
 RayDesc ray = gScene.camera.computeRayPinhole(launchIndex.xy, viewportDims).toRayDesc(); 
 
 PrimaryRayData hitData; 
 
 TraceRay(gRtScene, // Where to launch the rays 
          0,    // Ray flags 
          0xFF,     // Which instances to Query 
          0,        // hit group 
          hitProgramCount, //number of hit groups 
          0,        // miss shader group (defined when the Render Target Program was made) 
          ray,      // Ray description, that has info such as origin, direction, Tmin, Tmax 
          hitData); // Which hit data to use, used throughout the stages of DXR 
 
 gOutput[launchIndex.xy] = hitData.color; //Outputting our traced color to a 2D texture which will 
                                            be displayed on our screen 
} 

 
HLSL  

pContext->clearUAV(mpRtOut->getUAV().get(), gClearColor); //Clear unordered access output texture 
 
mpScene->raytrace(pContext, mpMainRaytraceProgram.get(), mpMainRTVars, uint3(pTargetFbo->getWidth(), 
pTargetFbo->getHeight(), 1)); //ray trace from the defined program and render target variables with 
                                given screen width and height 

pContext->blit(mpRtOut->getSRV(), pTargetFbo->getRenderTargetView(0)); //Transfering our texture to 
                                                                         our render target view 

C++  
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Now that the program is ready to actually do ray tracing on the GPU. The other shader stages: Closest-Hit, Miss-
Shader and Any-hit shader could be used to output our final render target texture. 

2.  DIELECTRIC MATERIALS 

In real life, when a light travels through a surface that is reflective, refractive or absorptive the object may absorb a 
part of the light ray resulting in a loss of intensity and it may change the ray direction depending on the reflection 
ratio and refraction index of that object. By using the ray tracing rendering technique, objects with transparent and 
translucent properties become easier to render in comparison to the rasterizer technique. Rays can be 
represented as stream of photons traveling. This step presents the relation of caustics with refractive, reflective 
and absorptive rays. 

2.1 REFLECTION 

There are 2 kinds of reflections, the first one is a non-specular 
reflection (diffuse reflection) which means light that is 
reflected of a diffuse surface with non-mirror like properties. 
The second one would be Specular reflection with mirror-like 
effect where this research will focus on. 

Reflection in general is almost one of the simplest forms of 
light matter interaction. It is the result of a photon hits and 
reflects from the surface and bounces back in direction.  The 
law of reflection tells us that the angle of incidence θr = θi 
shown in Figure 9. 

To compute the reflection direction �⃗� if the incident 𝐼 and the surface normal �⃗� is known. 

𝐼 = 𝐴 + �⃗� 

�⃗� = 𝐴 − �⃗� 

𝐵 is the projection of the vector 𝐼 and �⃗� onto our surface normal �⃗�, this can be done by the following equation: 

𝐵 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) ∗ 𝑁 

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) comes from the dot product of �⃗�. 𝐼, if 𝐵 is replaced in both previous equation: 

𝐼 = 𝐴 +  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) ∗ 𝑁 

�⃗� = 𝐴 −  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) ∗ �⃗� 

After re-writing the first equation and swapping 𝐴 and 𝐵: 

𝐴 = 𝐼 − �⃗� 

𝐴 = 𝐼 −  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) ∗ 𝑁 

Further dive into our second equation using this result: 

�⃗� =  𝐼 −  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) ∗ �⃗� − 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) ∗ �⃗� 

�⃗� =  𝐼 −  2 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃) ∗ 𝑁 

 

Figure 9. Law of reflection 
Original source: Scratchapixel 

𝐴 𝐴 

𝐵 
�⃗�  

�⃗� 

𝐼 
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�⃗� =  𝐼 −  2(𝑁. 𝐼)�⃗� 

 
This is how a ray would behave on reflection, by implementing this 
technique to create a full reflection material where it demonstrates 
how the eye ray would behave in our ray tracing program. For lighting 
it will behave the same whereas photons will get reflected from that 
material and potentially hit another diffuse surface. In HLSL there is 
some intrinsic function that is ready to use in this case. The result of 
how the eye ray would react on a reflective material shown in Figure 
10. 

To implement this, When the ray hit the reflective object, simply create 
a new ray that reflects with a position offset to prevent self-
intersection. 

2.2 REFRACTION 

When a ray passes from one “transparent” medium to another, they 
change direction depending on the index of refraction. This is called 
refraction, and this is illustrated on Figure 11. 

The interface between two mediums can be ranging from air – glass, air 
– water and so forth and so on. There is a list of index of refraction of all 
sorts of materials (Fluidized, 2016) where to plug in as 𝑛  or  𝑛 .  The 
index of refraction (IOR) is just a ratio. A visualization is shown in Figure 
12. The following equation represents the refractive index as 𝜂 and the 
wave phase speed as 𝑣 in the material. c stands for the speed of light in a 
vacuum. 

𝜂 =
𝑐

𝑣
 

Refraction is described by Snell’s law where the ratio of the sines of the 
angle of incidence and the angle of refraction is equivalent to opposite ratio of the IOR.  

The angle at which the light bends is described by the following relationship, where 𝜃  is the incident angle, 𝜃  is 
the refractive angle, 𝑛  is the IOR of the medium that is entering and 𝑛  is the IOR exiting the material. 

( )

( )
=    

The incident vector 𝐼 and the surface normal 𝑁 is already known, the vector 𝐵 is needed to compute the refraction 
vector of 𝑇 and is shown in the following example: 

𝐵 =
𝐼 − |𝐼 ⋅ 𝑁|𝑁

1 − (𝐼 ⋅ 𝑁)
 

The incident angle 𝜃  can be calculated as: 

 

Figure 10. Full reflected material on a sphere 

 

Figure 11. Ray passing through different 
mediums 

Original source: Scratchapixel 

𝐵 
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sin𝜃 = 1 − (𝐼 ⋅ 𝑁)  

And the refractive angle 𝜃   is same as: 

sin𝜃 =
𝜂

𝜂
1 − (𝐼 ⋅ 𝑁)  

Cosine of the incident angle 𝜃   is: 

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 = 1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃  

The result of vector 𝑇: 

𝑇 =  𝐵 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 − 𝑁 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃     𝑇 =
( ⋅ )

− 𝑁
( ⋅ )

 

When the ray is hit from the inside of the geometry, the index of 
refraction and surface normal must be flipped because the ray is exiting 
the material instead of entering. In HLSL they provide a build in macro 
called HIT_KIND_BACK_FACE_TRIANGLE, when compared to the 
HitKind() in the closest-hit or any-hit shader to determine if the ray has 
hit the back face of the geometry. Or if the intersection geometry is not 
a triangle it is possible to use the dot product of the surface normal 𝑁 
and the incident vector 𝐼 , if 𝑁 ⋅ 𝐼 < 0 to determine if the ray is hitting 
outside the surface. 

 

2.3 FRESNEL 

Transparent materials are both reflective and refractive, also explained well by (Greve, 2004). It depends on the 
angle of incidence how much the material will get reflected or refracted. This also tells how much light intensity 
get split up, for instance if that spot has a Fresnel ratio of 20% reflection and 80% refraction, 20% of the light 
energy will be passed through the reflection ray and 80% on the refraction ray. The amount of reflected vs 
refracted can be computed using the Fresnel equation and a visualization is shown in Figure 13. The terms of 𝜂  
and 𝜂  are refraction indices of the two mediums. 

The Fresnel equations: 

𝐹 || =     ,      𝐹 ⊥ =  

The ratio of the reflected ray amount can be computed as: 

𝐹 =
1

2
𝐹 || + 𝐹 ⊥  

The ratio of the refracted ray amount can be computed as: 

𝐹 = 1 − 𝐹  

 

Figure 12. IOR of 1.5 (Glass) on a sphere 

 

Figure 13. Fresnel, how higher the white 
value how bigger the reflection amount 
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Combining our knowledge on Reflection and Refraction with Fresnel’s ratio method, the implementation is the 
following: 

To finalize our render method combining the Fresnel ratio by sampling both reflection and refraction color and 
multiply it by the ratio that was previously calculated. 

 

2.4 ABSORPTION 

Some portion of light rays gets absorbed when passing through a filled 
object (College, 1852), to calculate absorption for this research, Beers-
Lambert law or Beer’s law is used, where it relates to transparent filled 
surfaces. Beers law computes the light that is being absorbed over 
distance as it travels through a material. Figure 14 shows absorbing most 
of the green and blue channels gives that jelly effect on your material.  

 

 

Mathematically: 

𝐴 = 𝜀𝐿𝑐 

Where 𝐴 = Absorbance,  𝜀 = Absorptivity, 𝐿= Length of sample, 𝑐 = Concentration 

 

 

Figure 14. Beers law absorbing mostly green 
and blue channels 

 
const float reflectMultiplier = SchlickReflectAmount(outsideRefractiveIndex, shadingData.IoR, rayDirW,  
          outwardNormal); 
const float refractMultiplier = 1.0f - reflectMultiplier; 
 
const float3 reflectDir = reflect(rayDirW, outwardNormal); 
const float3 refractDir = refract(rayDirW, outwardNormal, shadingData.IoR); 
 
hitData.color.rgb += GetReflectionColor(posW, reflectDir, hitData) * reflectMultiplier; 
hitData.color.rgb += GetRefractionColor(posW, refractDir, hitData) * refractMultiplier; 

 

 

float SchlickReflectAmount(const float n1, const float n2, const float3 normal, const float3 dir) 
{ 
    float r0 = (n1 - n2) / (n1 + n2); 
    r0 *= r0; 
    float cosX = -dot(normal, dir); 
    if (n1 > n2) 
    { 
        const float n = n1 / n2; 
        const float sinT2 = n * n * (1.0 - cosX * cosX); 
        if (sinT2 > 1.0) return 1.0; // Total internal reflection 
        cosX = sqrt(1.0 - sinT2); 
    } 
    const float x = 1.0 - cosX; 
    return r0 + (1.0 - r0) * x * x * x * x * x; 

} 

HLSL | FIRST/THIRD PASS 

HLSL | FIRST/THIRD PASS 
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multiply the final color with the exponent of the object absorption distance: 

 

3.  CAUSTICS 

Caustics is a term that describes the pattern of light and color that occur on 
the surface when light rays are reflected or refracted from a transparent 
material. Caustics can give a realistic feel of how light are transmitted on a 
surface from a glass/fluid-like object, but it takes a lot of performance to 
render them accurately in computer graphics.  

To get a better picture, it is the result of intense light. If a photon passes 
through two media as explained before with the different indices of refraction, 
the photon is refracted and its direction of propagation changes. Reflected or 
Refracted photons can be either scattered or concentrated which generate 
caustics. Sometimes certain caustics can appear from a rounded shape like a 
ring, and the reflection produces cardioids on the surface also shown in Figure 15 in one of our renderings. 

3.1 LIGHT VIEW PLANE 

As mentioned before, rendering caustics accurately is not an easy task to 
perform, because it needs a lot of rays to compute them correctly. To 
use performance as little as possible, constructing a light view plane 
where the caustic will be projected, so that there are limited photon rays 
used during the rendering. Think of it as another camera but as a light 
point of view.  

To start constructing our light view plane. Some inspirations can be 
taken from the camera. The following example is demonstrated for a 
directional light, this can be used for any light type. 

A directional light does not have a position to start with. To have something to represent the position it can be 
done by multiplying the normalized inverse of the light direction with an offset distance. 

The next step will be knowing the light plane direction of the ray, first normalizing the “pixel” position using the 
plane dimensions. The new normalized coordinates of the pixels are said to be defined in NDC (Normalized Device 
Coordinates) space. The launch index is the same as the returned value DispatchRaysIndex(). 

𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 =
(𝐿𝑎𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 + 0.5)

𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
          𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 =

(𝐿𝑎𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 + 0.5)

𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
 

 

Figure 16. Generating rays from light Point 
of view and splat it on a 2D texture 

Original source: NVIDIA Unreal Engine 4 Blog 

 

Figure 15. Cardioid Caustics 

 if (HitKind() == HIT_KIND_TRIANGLE_BACK_FACE) // Calculate absorption distance when back face of the 
 {       triangle has been hit 
     hitData.color.rgb *= exp(-objectAbsorptionAmount * hitT); // Apply absorption (beers law)  

 } HLSL | FIRST/THIRD PASS 
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The small offset of 0.5 is because the final light ray to pass through the middle of the one tile (Pixel) of our Light 
View Plane. The next step is to remap the normalized coordinates to a range [0:1] to the range [-1:1]. 

𝑁𝐷𝐶 = (2 ∗ 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 − 1)           𝑁𝐷𝐶 = (−2 ∗ 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 + 1) 

After remapping has been applied, compute the Ray direction from the 
pinhole defined by the virtual U, V, W Plane coordinates also shown in 
Figure 17. To compute this, the direction of the light is already known, by 
applying the cross product of light direction with the right unit vector 
results in the up vector 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑈𝑝 of our imaginary light view plane. 

At the end the field of view (𝐹𝑂𝑉) is not been accounted, depending on 
your preference. The 𝐹𝑂𝑉 used for our rendering is 90 degrees, the field of 
view angle can be calculated as: 

𝐹𝑂𝑉 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛
𝛼

2
 

Where the 𝐹𝑂𝑉 is the tangent of the angle 𝛼 divided by 2. The following formula defines the dimensions of light 
view plane with the 𝐹𝑂𝑉 accounted and the plane Aspect ratio is the Plane Width dividing with the Plane Height: 

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗  (2 ∗ 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 − 1) ∗  𝑡𝑎𝑛
𝛼

2
 

𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝑓𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗  −2 ∗ 𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 + 1 ∗ 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝐴𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 ∗  𝑡𝑎𝑛
𝛼

2
 

To finalize the U, V, W lengths of the Light View Plane: 

𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =   𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑(𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) ∗ 𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 

𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑(𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑈𝑝) ∗ 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ  

𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑(𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 × 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ) ∗ 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ  

Where the light view plane direction of the ray will be the normalized of the 𝑁𝐷𝐶  that was calculated before 
with the plane length: 

𝑅𝑎𝑦𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑁𝐷𝐶 ∗ 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡  + 𝑁𝐷𝐶 ∗ 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡  + 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡  

Pseudo code of the Light View Plane implementation: 

 

Figure 17 U,V,W image plane 
Original source: Scratchapixel 

const float3& lightDirection = light->getWorldDirection(); 
const float3 lightVectorUp = cross(lightDirection, float3(1, 0, 0)); 
// Compute FOV and the focal distance for the LVP 
const float ulen = focalDistance * tan(fov / 2.f) * aspectRatioViewPlane; 
const float vlen = focalDistance * tan(fov / 2.f); 
// Compute U,V,W plane 
const float3 lightW = normalize(lightDirection * mLightViewPlaneDistance) * focalDistance; 
const float3 lightU = normalize(cross(lightW, lightVectorUp)) * ulen; 
const float3 lightV = normalize(cross(lightU, lightW)) * vlen; 

const float2 p = (pixel + float2(0.5f, 0.5f)) / frameDim; // Compute in light plane space [0,1] 
const float2 ndc = float2(2, -2) * p + float2(-1, 1); // Compute in NDC [-1,1] 
 
return normalize(ndc.x * lightW + ndc.y * lightU + lightW); // Compute ray direction 
 HLSL | FIRST PASS 

C++ 
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3.2 RENDER CAUSTIC MAP 

How the eye and the light react when a ray hit the material is basically the 
same method, instead of sampling the pixel to our screen (eye or camera), 
shoot the photons with our light plane. This technique is done in 3 render 
passes. 

1. Render the caustic map by splatting the rays onto the texture 
2. Denoising or Photon gathering 
3. Final render pass samples from the caustic texture and do an Additive 

color blend it to the surface color 

The visualization of Figure 18. Shows how the caustics are formed that the light 
rays previously been reflected or refracted and been splatted on the 2D texture 
of the receiving surface. The texture will be passed through the second render pass (denoising pass) to be 
processed further. The performance of this method does depend on the rendering resolution, and how many rays 
is to be launched from the light view plane. As an optimization, discarding the photon rays that are negligible. 

3.1 DENOISING 

By denoising the caustic map, it gives a smoother result where 
the caustics is more convincing. A comparison between 
denoised and noisy image is shown in Figure 19. There is also 
some performance tradeoff by doing that, depending on the 
algorithm. For this research a Gaussian blur (Tyagi &fwe 
Mishra, 2016) is used to tackle the visible pixels on the texture. 
This happens on the second render pass by inputting our 
rendered caustic map texture and outputting a “Blurred” 
version to the final render pass.  

In the HLSL second render pass: gather the neighbour pixels 
and calculate the average color of the final result and apply it 
to that pixel color, shown in the pseudo code as follows: 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Generated 2D caustic map 

 

 

Figure 19. The right image is denoised and gathered 3 
distant neighbor’s average 

float3 finalColor = 0; 
const uint gatherLength = (gatherSqDistance - 1) / 2; //gatherSqDistance is a variable that can range 
            from 1 to …  
 
for (int x = -gatherLength; x <= gatherLength; x += 1) //first the horizontal neighbours 
{ 
    for (int y = -gatherLength; y <= gatherLength; y += 1) //then the vertical neighbours 
    { 
        finalColor.rgb += gOutput.Load(mapIndex.xy + float2(x, y)).rgb; //Adding to final color 
    }          
} 
 
finalColor /= (gatherSqDistance * gatherSqDistance) + (gatherLength); //Taking the average  

output[launchIndex.xy].rgb = finalColor.rgb; //Output the denoised result 

HLSL | SECOND PASS 
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Beware pumping up the value of “gatherSqDistance”, the bigger the length or distance the weaker your 
performance will be. The ideal value would be around 3 for our denoised caustic map on 2k caustic map.  

3.2 CAUSTIC INTENSITY 

What was discussed previously about Fresnel, some photons get reflected or refracted related to the ratio of 
Fresnel. For example, that certain spot on the object have a reflect ratio of 20% then the refract ratio will be 80%. 
That means that the light intensity splits along the way related to the ratio of Fresnel. The intensity of caustic of 
direct lighting is estimated for this research but is associated with the light intensity, light color, Fresnel ratio and 
absorption distance. The user can configure the intensity rate to fit their needs. The following code sample shows 
how to finalize the calculation of caustics in the first render pass. 

 

3.3 SPECTRAL DISPERSION 

In optics, Spectral dispersion (or chromatic dispersion) happens when 
electromagnetic waves split concentrated white light to different wavelength 
colors ranging from red to purple shown in Figure 20. This mostly occurs on a 
dispersive prism object material. Basically, when a concentration of light hits the 
dispersive material it splits the color in different index of refraction, most likely just 
an offset to the original IOR. This phenomenon can create beautiful colors around 
the caustic or the material itself.  The method that is used in this research is naïve 
and performs poorly, but in future researches this can be improved by estimating 
the dispersion.  

By splitting the ray on the first material hit into 3 different rays (Wilkie et al., 2000) 
(Red, Green and Blue) and splat the photons onto the map to get the rainbow 
effect shown in Figure 21. This can also be applied for the material itself, instead of 
splatting the photons onto the map, just sample with separate color channel rays 
the color for the eye. 

The refractive index could be calculated by using Cauchy’s equation as follows: 

𝑛(𝜆) = 𝐴 +
𝐵

𝜆
 

Where A and B are based on the physical material, 𝜆 representing the wavelength.  

if (material == DIFFUSE_SURFACE && hitData.depth.r > 0) 
{ 
    const uint2 mapSpace = uint2(v.texC.x * causticMapDimensions.x, v.texC.y * 

causticMapDimensions.y); //Calculate the caustic map space position 
 
    const float3 photonFinalColor = hitData.color.rgb * causticIntensityRate; //Rate applied by user 
    OutTextureCaustics[mapSpace.xy].rgb += float3(photonFinalColor * exp(-objectAbsorptionAmount *  
                                           hitData.absorbedT)); //Taking absorption into 
                account 

}                 HLSL | FIRST PASS 

 

Figure 21. Spectral Dispersion 
caustics with IOR of 1.15 

 

Figure 20. Spectral Refraction 
Original source: Wilkie et al. 
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In the HLSL simply add or remove the dispersion amount for each sample, this pseudo code splits a refracted ray 
into 3 color samples (Red, Green and Blue) with offset considered. 

 

4.  PERFORMANCE 

To finalize our case study, there is 3 tests ran on 4 NVIDIA graphic cards with different specification. The 
performance hardly fluctuates with different settings, depending on the screen resolution, light view plane, 
number of triangles et cetera. As the pre-RTX generation card hardly reach 60 frames per seconds in most cases. 

 

TEST 1 

 

 

  

float3 refractDir = refract(rayDirW, outwardNormal, shadingData.IoR - dispersionAmount); 
hitData.color.r += GetRefractionColor(posW, refractDir, hitData).r * refractMultiplier; 
 
refractDir = refract(rayDirW, outwardNormal, shadingData.IoR); 
hitData.color.g += GetRefractionColor(posW, refractDir, hitData).g * refractMultiplier; 
 
refractDir = refract(rayDirW, outwardNormal, shadingData.IoR + dispersionAmount); 
hitData.color.b += GetRefractionColor(posW, refractDir, hitData).b * refractMultiplier; 
                   HLSL | FIRST/THIRD PASS 

20 000 
Triangles 

4 
Max Ray bounces 

3 
Pixel Neighbor 

(denoising) 

2048 x 2048 
Caustic map 

1280 x 720 
Screen resolution 

 Caustics only  Caustics + Dispersion         Default (No caustics) 
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TEST 2 

  

 

TEST 3 

  

 

70 000 
Triangles 

6 
Max Ray bounces 

3 
Pixel Neighbor 

(denoising) 

2048 x 2048 
Caustic map 

1920 x 1080 
Screen resolution 

 Caustics only  Caustics + Dispersion         Default (No caustics) 

100 000 
Triangles 

4 
Max Ray bounces 

3 
Pixel Neighbor 

(denoising) 

4096 x 4096 
Caustic map 

1920 x 1080 
Screen resolution 

 Caustics only  Caustics + Dispersion         Default (No caustics) 
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CONCLUSION 

With the power of Microsoft’s DXR and NVIDIA’s RTX hardware, caustics operates in real time even on pre-
generation ray tracing commodity hardware and software. The result rendered with caustics, dispersion and 
absorption accounted is presented in Figure 1 with direct lighting, shows that they are directly calculated from the 
light view with a denoised render pass on the surface that generates quite accurate caustics, as the phenomena 
called cardioid caustics is visible in Figure 15 with this method. The computational complexity of this method is 
linear with respect to the number of primitives, and resolution of the screen and view plane et cetera. Most of 
these scenes are shown in Figure 1 run at interactive frame rates. The performance tables indicate that real-time 
caustics operate in most cases acceptable for integration in modern computer software. This method could also be 
used to bake a static caustic texture image to even further improve the performance.  

On the other hand, specular dispersion is still impractical solution to render it accurately but estimations in future 
work could improve the performance, this can be estimating the dispersion because the index of refraction just 
have an offset or simply rendering it out as a texture to be used in static lighting scene setups. 

 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

As time was very limited for this project, this method has some limitation as the caustics is projected into a 
texture, which this can be costly when there is a lot of surfaces that needs a separate texture for it. Possible future 
work is to tackle this in in screen space and eventually a hybrid between screen space and this technique.  

The Spectral dispersion material and caustics is very expensive at the moment, more work could be put into it for 
example estimating the dispersion on the material and the caustics. As for spectral dispersion it is not practical to 
implement it in an actual game which performance is important. 

As the caustic brightness is an estimation, this can be addressed by physical accurate calculation in the future. 
Which at the moment this caustics is projected on direct lighting instead of global illumination. 
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ABBREVIATIONS LIST 

Abbreviation Explanation 

DXR DirectX Raytracing 

Windows RS Windows Registry System 

Windows SDK Windows Software Development Kit 

HLSL High Level Shading Language 

RTV Render Target Variables 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

GPU Graphics Processing Unit 

RTX Graphics Card from NVIDIA aimed at enabling real time ray tracing 

IOR Index of Refraction 

API Application Programmable Interface 

NDC Normalized Device Coordinates 

FOV Field of View 


